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Let (M, 1 ) be a Hopf von Neumann algebra. The operator predual M
*
of M is a
completely contractive Banach algebra with multiplication m=1
*
: M
*
 M
*
 M
*
.
We call (M, 1 ) operator amenable if the completely contractive Banach algebra M
*
is operator amenable, i.e., for every operator M
*
-bimodule V, every completely
bounded derivation from M
*
into the dual M
*
-bimodule V* is inner. There is a
weaker notion of amenability introduced by D. Voiculescu. We say that a Hopf von
Neumann algebra (M, 1) is Voiculescu amenable if there exists a left invariant mean
on M. We show that if a Hopf von Neumann algebra (M, 1 ) is operator amenable,
then it is Voiculescu amenable.
For Kac algebras, there is a strong Voiculescu amenability. We show that for
discrete Kac algebras, these amenabilities are all equivalent. In fact, if we let
K=(M, 1, }, .) be a discrete Kac algebra and let K =(M , 1 , }^, .^) be its (compact)
dual Kac algebra, then the following are equivalent: (1) K is operator amenable;
(2) K is Voiculescu amenable; (3) The von Neumann algebra M is hyperfinite;
(4) K is strong Voiculescu amenable; (5) K is operator amenable; (6) M
*
has a
bounded approximate identity.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Given a Hilbert space H, we let B(H) denote the space of all bounded
linear operators on H. For each n # N, there is a natural operator norm
& }&n on the n_n matrix space Mn(B(H))$B(Hn). We call this family of
norms [& }&n] the operator matrix norm on B(H). An operator space is a
linear subspace of B(H) together with the operator matrix norm inherited
from B(H). We assume that all operator spaces are norm closed. Operator
spaces can be abstractly characterized by their operator matrix norms. The
dual space of an operator space is again an operator space. The reader is
refered to [16], [6], [4] and [2] for details.
A completely contractive Banach algebra is an associative algebra A
together with an operator matrix norm such that the multiplication
m : A A  A
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is completely contractive, where  is the operator projective tensor
product introduced in [2] and [4]. An operator A-bimodule is an operator
space V with completely bounded A-bimodule operations
\L : A V  V, (a, v) [ a vv;
\R : V A  V, (v, a) [ v va.
If V is an operator A-bimodule, then its operator dual V* has a natural
operator A-bimodule structure given by
(a vf, v)=( f, v va) , ( f va, v)=( f, a vv).
A mapping D : A  V* is called a derivation if
D(ab)=a vD(b)+D(a) vb
for all a, b # A. A derivation D : A  V* is inner if there exists an element
f # V* such that
D(a)=a vf & f va
for all a # A. A completely contractive Banach algebra A is called operator
amenable if for every operator A-bimodule V, every completely bounded
derivation from A into V* is inner.
The operator amenability for completely contractive Banach algebras
was introduced in [17], where the author studied the operator amenability
of Fourier algebras A(G) on locally compact groups G. This is a natural
operator analogue of B. Johnson’s amenability for Banach algebras (see
[13] and [14]), and turns out to be an appropriate amenability in the
study of non-commutative harmonic analysis. Indeed, we have shown in
[17] that a locally compact group G is amenable (or equivalently, L1(G)
is operator amenable) if and only if the Fourier algebra A(G) is operator
amenable. If we regard A(G) as the dual G of G, then this result shows that
a locally compact group G is amenable if and only if its dual G is amenable
(in the operator sense).
The main purpose of this paper is to study the operator amenability of
Hopf von Neumann algebras and, in particular, Kac algebras. We recall
that a Hopf von Neumann algebra is a couple (M, 1 ), where M is a
W*-algebra and 1, the co-multiplication of M, is a unital injective normal
*-homomorphism from M into M  M such that
(1 id ) b 1=(id1 ) b 1. (1.1)
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A co-involutive Hopf von Neumann algebra is a Hopf von Neumann algebra
(M, 1) together with a co-involution }, i.e., a unital involutive normal anti-
automorphism } on M such that
(}}) b 1=_ b 1 b }, (1.2)
where _ is the flip mapping _(xy)=( yx). A Kac algebra is a quad-
ruple K=(M, 1, }, .), where (M, 1, }) is a co-involutive Hopf von
Neumann algebra and . is a left Haar weight on M. The reader is refered
to a recent book of Enock and Schwartz [10] for details.
Given a Hopf von Neumann algebra (M, 1), it is clear that the W*-
algebra M is an operator space. There is a canonical operator matrix norm
on M
*
obtained from the operator dual M* of M. With this operator
matrix norm, M
*
is an operator space and we have the complete isometry
M
*
 M
*
$(M M)
*
(1.3)
by [5, Theorem 3.2]. It follows from (1.1) and (1.3) that the co-multiplica-
tion 1 induces an associative and completely contractive multiplication
m=1
*
: M
*
 M
*
 M
*
(1.4)
on M
*
. Therefore, M
*
is a completely contractive Banach algebra. If
(M, 1, }) is a co-involutive Hopf von Neumann algebra, then there is a
natural involution % on the completely contractive Banach algebra M
*
given by
|%(x)=|*(}(x))=|(}(x*)). (1.5)
In particular, if K=(M, 1, }, .) is a Kac algebra, then M
*
is an involutive
completely contractive Banach algebra. A Hopf von Neumann algebra
(M, 1) is called operator amenable if the completely contractive Banach
algebra M
*
is operator amenable.
In [18], D. Voiculescu introduced an amenability for Kac algebras by
considering the existence of a left invariant mean on M. This definition is
also suitable for Hopf von Neumann algebras. For our convenience, we call
a Hopf von Neumann algebra (M, 1 ) Voiculescu amenable if M has a left
invariant mean, i.e., there exists a state F on M such that
(| vF )=|(1)F (1.6)
for all | # M
*
, where we let | vF=(|F ) b 1.
Given a Kac algebra K=(M, 1, }, .), we let (*, H.) denote the left
regular representation and let (?u , Hu) denote the universal representation
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of the involutive completely contractive Banach algebra M
*
. We let
C**(K)=*(M*)
&& }&, and C*(K)=?u(M*)
&& }&. In general, C*(K){C**(K)
and * extends to a *-homomorphism from C*(K) onto C**(K).
If we let B*(K)=C **(K)* and B(K)=C*(K)*, it is clear that we can
identify B*(K) with an (operator) subspace of B(K). Moreover, since
C**(K) is a C*-subalgebra of M =C**(K)" and every element in M * deter-
mines a bounded linear functional on C**(K), we have natural completely
isometric inclusions
M
*
/B*(K)/B(K).
Since the enveloping von Neumann algebra W*(K)=C*(K)** of C*(K)
is an involutive Hopf von Neumann algebra, B(K) is an involutive com-
pletely contractive Banach algebra containing B*(K) and M * as norm
closed two-sided (self-adjoint) ideals. The completely contractive Banach
algebra B(K) has a unital element given by the trivial representation
?1 : C*(K)  C, ?1(?u(|))=|(1) (| # M*).
In [18] and [9], Voiculescu, and Enock and Schwartz studied various
amenability conditions on Kac algebras. We list some of equivalence condi-
tions in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Voiculescu [18], Enock and Schwartz [9]). Let
K=(M, 1, }, .) be a Kac algebra. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) The trivial representation ?1 is weakly contained in the left regular
representation *, i.e., ker *ker ?1 .
(2) There exists a net of unit vectors !: # H. such that
&W(’!:)&(’!:)&  0,
where W is the fundamental operator of K.
(3) There exists a net of normal states |^: # M * such that |^: is a left
(resp., right) approximate identity for M
*
.
(4) B*(K) is unital.
(5) C*(K)=C**(K).
We call a Kac algebra strong Voiculescu amenable if it satisfies one of the
conditions in Theorem 1.1. It is obvious that co-commutative (resp., com-
pact) Kac algebras are always strong Voiculescu amenable. It is also easy
to show that strong Voiculescu amenability implies Voiculescu amenability.
The converse is clearly true for commutative Kac algebras. But it is still an
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open question for general Kac algebras. M. Enock and J.-M. Schwartz
have tried to prove this in [9]. However, there is a gap in their proof (see
[9, 2.6.8, page 237]). We thank E. Kirchberg and M. Enock for many
helpful discussions.
In 92, we will study these amenabilities for general Hopf von Neumann
algebras. We will show in Theorem 2.1 that given any Hopf von Neumann
algebra (M, 1 ), operator amenability implies Voiculescu amenability. We
will also study some related properties for general completely contractive
Banach algebras and Kac algebras. In 93 and 94, we study these
amenabilities for discrete Kac algebras and compact Kac algebras, respec-
tively. Our main results can be summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. Let K=(M, 1, }, .) be a discrete Kac algebra and let
K =(M , 1 , }^, .^) be its (compact) dual Kac algebra. Then the following are
equivalent.
(1) K is operator amenable.
(2) K is Voiculescu amenable.
(3) M is hyperfinite.
(4) K is strong Voiculescu amenable.
(5) K is operator amenable.
(6) M
*
has a bounded approximate identity.
We note that the equivalence (2)  (4) proved that Voiculescu
amenability is equivalent to strong Voiculescu amenability for discrete Kac
algebras; the equivalence (2)  (3) generalized a result of Effros and Lance
in [3], where they proved that a discrete group G is amenable if and only
if its group von Neumann algebra L(G) is semidiscrete (or equivalently,
hyperfinite); the equivalence (2)  (6) generalized a result of Leptin in
[15]; and the equivalence (1)  (5) generalized a result of the author in
[17].
The proof (5) O (6) is known by [17, Proposition 2.3]. We than
E. Kirchberg and M. Amini to point out (2) O (3) to the author (cf. [9,
Corollary 3.6]). We will prove (1) O (2) and (4)  (6) in 92. In fact, these
are also true for general Kac algebras (see Theorem 2.1 and Proposition
2.5). We will prove (3) O (4) and (3) O (5) in 93, and (6) O (1) in 94.
In the proof of Lemma 4.3, we need to consider the inner representation
?*, \ of Kac algebras. To explain this representation, we need the extended
Haagerup tensor product eh for operator spaces introduced in [1] and
[7]. To avoid breaking the continuity of our proofs in 93 and 94, we will
put this discussion in Appendix.
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2. Hopf von Neumann Algebras and Kac Algebras
We begin this section by studying some properties for general Hopf von
Neumann algebras. Given a Hopf von Neumann algebra (M, 1), its operator
predual M
*
is a completely contractive Banach algebra. It follows from [17,
Proposition 2.4] that M
*
is operator amenable if and only if it has an operator
virtual diagonal F contained in (M
*
 M
*
)**=(M M)* (or equivalently,
it has a bounded approximate diagonal [u:] contained in M* M*).
Theorem 2.1. Let (M, 1 ) be a Hopf von Neumann algebra. If (M, 1 ) is
operator amenable, then it is Voiculescu amenable.
Proof. If (M, 1 ) is operator amenable, then there exists an element
F # (M
*
 M
*
)**=(M M)* such that
| vF=F v|, (2.1)
m**(F ) v|=| (2.2)
for all | # M
*
. Let f : M  C be the bounded linear functional on M
defined by
f (x)=F(x1) (x # M).
Then (2.1) implies that for any | # M
*
and x # M,
(| vf, x) =(| f, 1 (x))
=(|F, 1 (x)1)
=(| vF, x1)
=(F v|, x1)
=(F|, x1 (1))
=F(x1)|(1)
=|(1) f (x).
This shows that f is a bounded left invariant linear functional on M, i.e.,
| vf =|(1) f for all | # M
*
.
We claim that f * is also left invariant since
(| vf *)(x)=(| f *) b 1 (x)
=[(|*f ) b 1 (x*)]*
=[|*(1) f (x*)]*
=|(1) f *(x).
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Therefore, we can assume that f is self-adjoint, or simply replace f by
( f+f *)2. It follows from the Jordan decomposition theorem that there
exist unique positive bounded linear functionals f + and f & on M such that
f = f +& f &
and
& f &=& f +&+& f &&.
Next, we claim that f + and f & are both left invariant. To see this, it is
clear that for any normal state | # M
*
(we have |(1)=1 in this case),
| vf +=(| f +) b 1, | vf &=(|f &) b 1
are positive linear functionals on M such that
f=|(1) f=| vf=| vf +&| vf &.
Furthermore, we have
&| vf +&& f +&, &| vf &&& f &&.
This implies that
& f &=&| vf +&+&| vf &&
and thus by the uniqueness of the Jordan decomposition of f, we must have
| vf +=f +=|(1) f +, | vf &=f &=|(1) f &.
This shows that both f + and f & are left invariant positive linear func-
tionals on M. Since f{0, we have either f +{0 or f &{0. In fact, (2.2)
implies that
f (1)=F(11)=m**(F )(1)=1.
Therefore, we must have f +{0, and thus F=f +& f +& is a left invariant
state on M. This shows that the Hopf von Neumann algebra (M, 1 ) is
Voiculescu amenable. K
We note that the above argument actually shows that a Hopf von
Neumann algebra (M, 1 ) is Voiculescu amenable if and only if it has a
bounded left invariant linear functional on M. Using a similar argument as
that in Theorem 2.1, one can consider a bounded linear functional f on M
defined by
f (x)=F(1x) (x # M),
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and prove that the corresponding state F =f +& f +& is a right invariant
mean on M, i.e.,
F v|=(F |) b 1=|(1)F
for all | # M
*
. Therefore, we can conclude that if a Hopf von Neumann
algebra (M, 1 ) is operator amenable, then there exists a left and right
invariant mean on M.
Proposition 2.2. Let A and B be completely contractive Banach
algebras and let ? be a completely bounded homomorphism from A into B
with dense range. If A is operator amenable, then so is B.
Proof. Since ? : A  B is a completely bounded homomorphism, for
every operator B-bimodule V, we can define a natural operator A-bimodule
structure on V by letting
a vv=?(a) vv, v va=v v?(a)
for all a # A and v # V. Every completely bounded derivation D : B  V*
induces a completely bounded derivation D =D b ? : A  V*. Since A is
operator amenable, D must be inner, i.e., there exists an elements f # V*
such that
D (a)=a vf&f va
for all a # A. It follows that
D(?(a))=D (a)=a vf&f va=?(a) vf&f v?(a).
Since the range ?(A) is norm dense in B and the module mappings are
completely bounded, we get
D(b)=b vf&f vb
for all b # B. This shows that B is operator amenable. K
If (M, 1, }) is a co-involutive Hopf von Neumann algebra, then M
*
is
an involutive completely contractive Banach algebra with the natural
involution given in (1.5). For every completely contractive non-degenerate
*-representation ? : M
*
 B(H?), we let C?*(M*) (resp., W?*(M*)=C?*(M*)"B(H?)) denote the C*-algebra (resp., the von Neumann
algebra) generated by ?.
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Proposition 2.3. Let (M, 1, }) be a co-involutive Hopf von Neumann
algebra. If (M, 1, }) is operator amenable, then for any completely contrac-
tive non-degenerate *-representation ?: M
*
 B(H?),
(1) C?*(M*) is a nuclear C*-algebra.
(2) W?*(M*) is a hyperfinite von Neumann algebra.
Proof. If follows from Proposition 2.2 that the C*-algebra C?*(M*)
is operator amenable. Therefore, it is a nuclear C*-algebra by [17,
Theorem 5.1]. This proves (1).
Since C?*(M*) is a nuclear C*-algebra, its universal eveloping von
Neumann algebra C?*(M*)** is hyperfinite. Then W?*(M*) is also hyper-
finite since there is a natural normal *-representation from C?*(M*)**
onto W?*(M*). This proves (2). K
Let A and B be completely contractive Banach algebras. Then A B
with the multiplication given by
mAB=(mAmB) b (idA _ idB) : (A B) (A B)  (A B)
is again a completely contractive Banach algebra.
Proposition 2.4. If completely contractive Banach algebras A and B are
operator amenable, then so is A B.
Proof. Since A and B are operator amenable, it follows from [17,
Proposition 2.4] that A has a bounded approximate diagonal [a:] in
A A and B has a bounded approximate diagonal [b;] in B B. It is easy
to verify that [(id_ id )(a: b;)] # (A B) (A B) is a bounded
approximate diagonal for A B. Therefore, the completely contractive
Banach algebra A B is operator amenable. K
Let (M1 , 11) and (M2 , 12) be two Hopf von Neumann algebras. Then
it is easy to see that the tensor product (M1 M2 , (idM1 _ idM2) b
(1112)) is again a Hopf von Neumann algebra. It is an immediate con-
sequence of Proposition 2.4 that if (Mi , 1i) (i=1, 2) are operator
amenable, then so is their tensor product. In particular, if K1 and K2 are
operator amenable Kac algebras, then their tensor product K1  K2 is also
operator amenable.
In the rest of this section, we recall some basic notations for Kac
algebras which will be useful for our calculations in 93 and 94. Given a Kac
algebra K=(M, 1, }, .), we let
N.=[x # M, .(x*x)<].
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The Haar weight . induces an inner product on N. defined by
(x | y).=.( y*x)
for all x, y # N. . We let H. denote the Hilbert space completion of N. ,
and let
4. : N.  H.
denote the canonical isometric injection related to the Haar weight ..
The W*-algebra M can be canonically represented as a von Neumann
algebra on H. . In fact, there is a canonical isometric antilinear involution
J. (or simply J if there is no confusion) on H. and a closed selfdual
cone PJ spanned by the set [!J! : !=4.(x) with x # N*. & N.] such
that (M, H. , J, PJ) is the canonical standard form for M in the sense of
Haagerup [12], i.e.,
(1) JMJ=M$, where M$ is the commutant of M in B(H.).
(2) JcJ=c* for all c # Z(M)=M & M$
(3) J!=! for all ! # PJ
(4) xJxJ : PJ  PJ for all x # M.
Moreover, there is a distinguished unitary operator W on H.H. defined
by
W(4.(x)4.( y))=4..(1 ( y)(x1)) (2.3)
for all x, y # N. . The unitary operator W # M M is called the fundamen-
tal operator of K and satisfies
1 (x)=W(1x)W* (2.4)
and
(| b } id )W=(| id )W*. (2.5)
The left regular representation * of M
*
is the completely contractive non-
degenerate *-representation from M
*
into B(H.) defined by
*(|)=(| id )W*=(| b } id )W (2.6)
for all | # M
*
.
The dual Kac algebra of K is the quadruple K =(M , 1 , }^, .^), where we
have M =*(M
*
)",
1 (x^)=_W*(x^1) W_=W (1 x^) W * (x^ # M ),
}^(*(|))=*(| b })=J*(|)*J (| # M
*
),
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and an appropriately defined Haar weight .^. The unitary operator
W =_W*_ # M  M
is the fundamental operator of K .
We can indentify the Hilbert spaces H.=H.^ , which are then simply
denoted by H. There is a canonical antilinear isometric involution J on H
for the Kac algebra K such that (M , H, J , PJ ) is the canonical standard
form for M . Moreover, we have
}(x)=J x*J , }^(x^)=Jx^*J (2.7)
for all x # M and x^ # M , and
(J J) W=W*(J J), (JJ ) W =W *(JJ ). (2.8)
We note that the isometric antilinear involutions J and J are commutative,
i.e., JJ =J J. Therefore, V=J J is a self-adjoint unitary operator on H such
that
\(|)=V**(|) V=(| id )(1V*) W*(1V)
gives the right regular representation from M
*
into M $.
Given !, ’ # H, we let |!, ’ denote the normal linear functional
(|!, ’ , x) =(x! | ’)
on B(H). It is clear that we can regard |!, ’ as an element in M* (resp.,M
*
). On the other hand, since M (resp., M ) is standard on H, every
element | # M
*
(resp., | # M
*
) has the form |=|!, ’ for some !, ’ # H.
An element | is called positive definite in M
*
(resp., M
*
) if it corresponds
to a positive normal linear functional |=|!, ! for some ! # H. In this case,
we will simply write
|!=|!, ! .
In fact, every positive definite element | # M
*
(resp., | # M
*
) can be
written as
|=|!
for a unique positive element ! # PJ (resp., ! # PJ ) by Haagerup [12].
The following proposition is a refinement of Theorem 1.1 (cf. [9] and
[18]). For the convenience of the reader, we include the proof.
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Proposition 2.5. Let K=(M, 1, }, .) be a Kac algebra. The following
are equivalent.
(1) K is strong Voiculescu amenable.
(2) There exists a net of positive unit vectors !: # PJ such that for
every ’ # H,
&W(’!:)&(’!:)&  0.
(3) M
*
has a bounded left (resp., right, or two-sided ) approximate
identity.
Proof. (2) O (3). If we have (2), then it is easy to show that [|^!:] is
a contractive and positive definite left approximate identity for M
*
.
Moreover, since M
*
is an involutive completely contractive Banach
algebra, a net of elements [|^:] in M * is a bounded left approximate iden-
tity for M
*
if and only if [|^%:] is a bounded right approximate identity for
M
*
. In this case, [|^:+|^%:&|^%: } |^:] is a bounded two-sided approximate
identity for M
*
. This proves (3).
(3) O (1). If [|^:] is a bounded left approximate identity for M * ,
then [* (|^:)] is a bounded left approximate identity for C**(K ). Since
C**(K ) is weak operator dense in M =M, [* (|^:)] converges to the identity
element 1 # M in the weak operator topology. Moreover, since M is
standard on H, there exist bounded nets [!:] and [’:] in H such that
|^:=|^!:, ’ : .
It follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that for any |! # M* we have
?1(|!)=|!(1)=|!(}(1))
=lim(} b * (|^!:, ’:) ! | !)
=lim( (} id ) b W(!!:) | (!’:))
=lim(*(|!) !: | ’:).
This implies that ker *ker ?1 , i.e., ?1 is weakly contained in *. Therefore,
K is strong Voiculescu amenable by Theorem 1.1.
(1) O (2). It follows from Theorem 1.1 (3) that if K is strong
Voiculescu amenable, then there exists a net of positive normal states [|^:]
in M
*
such that [|^:] is a left approximate identity for M *. For each |^: ,
there exists a unique positive unit vector !: # PJ such that |^:=|^!: . Since
* (|^!:)  1 # M in the weak operator topology, it is easy to show that for
every ’ # H, we have
&W(’!:)&(’!:)&  0. K
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The following corollary is an immediate consequence of [17, Proposition
2.3] and Proposition 2.5.
Corollary 2.6. Let K=(M, 1, }, .) be a Kac algebra. If K is operator
amenable, then K must be strong Voiculescu amenable.
3. Discrete Kac Algebras
A Kac algebra K=(M, 1, }, .) is called discrete if the completely con-
tractive Banach algebra M
*
has a multiplicative unit. It is known that a
Kac algebra K is discrete if and only if its dual Kac algebra K is compact,
i.e., the Haar weight .^ is a normal faithful }^-invariant tracial state con-
tained in M
*
(cf. [10, Chapter 6]). It is clear from Theorem 1.1 that every
compact Kac algebra is strong Voiculescu amenable. However, compact
Kac algebras are not necessarily operator amenable. To see this, we let F2
denote the free group of two generators. It is well known that the discrete
group F2 is not amenable. Then the Fourier algebra A(F2) is not operator
amenable by [17, Theorem 3.6], and thus the compact Kac algebra L(F2),
the group von Neumann algebra of F2 , is not operator amenable.
Throughout this section, we assume that K=(M, 1, }, .) is a discrete
Kac algebra and K =(M , 1 , }^, .^) is its compact dual Kac algebra. We will
show that if the von Neumann algebra M is hyperfinite, then K is strong
Voiculescu amenable, and furthermore, its dual Kac algebra K is operator
amenable.
Let us first recall some special properties of discrete Kac algebras (cf.
[10, Theorem 6.3.4] and [8]). Since K is a discrete Kac algebra, the von
Neumann algebra M can be identified with a product of matrix algebras
M= `
& # I
Mn(&) .
There is a distinguished index element 1 # I such that n(1)=1 and the
corresponding one-dimensional central projection e1, which belongs to
Mn(1 )=Ce1, satisfies
1 (x)(e11)=(e1 x), 1 (x)(1e1)=(xe1) (3.1)
for all x # M. If we let [e&ij] denote the standard matrix unit system for
Mn(&) , then we have
1 (e1)= :
& # I
n(&)&1 :
n(&)
i, j
}(e&ij)e&ji . (3.2)
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We note that for every & # I, there is a unique &$ # I such that
}(Mn(&))=Mn(&$) .
More precisely, we have
}(e&ij)=e
&$
ji . (3.3)
This establishes a one-to-one correspondence between & and &$ on I. In par-
ticular, the distinguished central projection e1 is }-invariant, i.e., 1=1$,
since
e1e1=1 (e1)(1e1)=}(e1)e1.
Moreover, the multiplicative unit = of M
*
can be written as
=(x)=.(xe1)=|4 .(e 1 )(x)
for all x # M.
The involutive completely contractive Banach algebra M
*
contains a
norm dense subalgebra
A= :
& # I
Tn(&) ,
where Tn(&)=M*n(&) is the operator dual of Mn(&) . If for each & # I, we let
[|&ij]Tn(&) denote the canonical dual basis of [e
&
ij], then the multiplica-
tion on Mn(&) induces a co-associative co-multiplication
2& : Tn(&)  Tn(&) Tn(&)
given by
2&(|&ij)=:
k
| &ik|&kj .
Therefore,
2= :
& # I
2& : A  AA
defines a co-associate co-multiplication on A such that A is a co-semi-
simple Hopf *-algebra (or a unimodular discrete quantum group as we dis-
cussed in [8]) with the antipode S : A  A given by
S(|&ij)=|
&
ij b }=|
&$
ji
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and the involution % : A  A given by
(|&ij)%=(|
&
ij)* b }=|
&
ji b }=|
&$
ij . (3.4)
In this case, the Haar weight . is a }-invariant trace on M, which is given
by
.(x)= :
n(&)
n(&) trn(&)(xn(&))
for all x=(xn(&)) # M0=& # I Mn(&) , where trn(&) is the trace on Mn(&) . The
Hilbert space H. has a canonical orthonormal basis
!&ij=n(&)
&12 4.(e&ij) (1i, jn(&), & # I ),
and we can write
|&ij=|!&j i , ! &ii=|! &j j , !&ij . (3.5)
Lemma 3.1. We have
*(|&ij) 4.(e
1)=n(&)&12 !&ji , (3.6)
*(|&ij)* 4.(e
1)=n(&)&12 !&$ji . (3.7)
Proof. It follows from (2.6) and (3.5) that
*(|&ij)=(|
&
ij b } id ) W=(|&$ji  id ) W=(W(!&$ij  id ) | (!&$jj  id )).
Therefore, we have
*(|&ij) 4.(e
1)=(W(!&$ij e1) | (!&$jj  id))
=n(&$)&12 (4..(1 (e1)(e&$ij 1)) | (!
&$
jj  id ))
=n(&$)&12  :; # I n(;)
&1 :
s, t
4..((}(e;st)e;ts)
(e&$ij 1)) | (!
&$
jj  id )
=n(&)&32 :s, t 4..((}(e
&
st)e
&
ts)(e
&$
ij 1)) | (!
&$
jj  id )
=n(&)&32 :s, t 4..((e
&$
tse&ts)(e&$ij 1)) | (!&$jj  id )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=n(&)&12 :t (!
&$
tj !
&
ti) | (!
&$
jj  id )
=n(&)&12 :
t
(!&$tj | !
&$
jj ) !
&
ti
=n(&)&12 !&ji.
This proves (3.6). Since
*(|&ij)*=*(|
&
ji b })=(|
&
ji id) W=(W(!
&
ij  id ) | (!
&
jj id )) ,
(3.7) can be proved by a similar argument. K
Lemma 3.2. We have
( \(|;st) *(|
&
ij) 4.(e
1) | 4.(e1)) ={n(&)
&1
0
if ;=&, s=j, t=i
otherwise.
(3.8)
Proof. Since the Haar weight . is a }-invariant trace, for every x # M0,
we have
J4.(x)=4.(x*), J 4.(x)=4.(}(x)*).
Then the self-adjoint unitary operator V=J J satisfies
V!&ij=n(&)
&12 4.(}(e&ij))=n(&)
&12 4.(e&$ji )=!
&$
ji .
It follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that
( \(|;st) *(|
&
ij) 4.(e
1) | 4.(e1)) =(V*(|&ij ) 4.(e
1) | *(|;st)* V4.(e
1))
=n(&)&12 n(;)&12 (V!&ji | !
;$
ts )
=n(&)&12 n(;)&12 (!&$ij | !
;$
ts )
=n(&)&1 n(;)&1 .(e;$st e
&$
ij )
={n(&)
&1
0
if ;=&, s=j, t=i
otherwise. K
Since K is a discrete Kac algebra, C**(K) is a unital Hopf C*-algebra
spanned by [*(|&ij) : & # I, 1i, jn(&)]. The co-multiplication
1 * : C**(K)  C**(K)8 C**(K)
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is given by
1 *(*(|&ij))=:
k
*(|&kj)*(|&ik), (3.9)
which is just the restriction of the co-multiplication 1 to C**(K). Taking the
adjoint, we get a completely contractive mapping
m^=1 **: B*(KK)  B*(K).
There is a natural operator M
*
-bimodule structure on B*(KK)=
(C **(K)8 C**(K))* given by
|^ vF=(|^F ) b (1 * id ), F v|^=(F|^) b (id1 *) (3.10)
for all |^ # M
*
and F # B*(KK).
If M is hyperfinite, then so is M $. It follows from [3, Proposition 4.5]
that the multiplication
m~ : M 8 M $  B(H), m~ (x^ y^$)=x^y^$
is completely contractive. Therefore, the composition of the following com-
pletely contractive linear mappings
M 8 M w_ M 8 M wwww(idAd V ) M 8 M $ wm~ M M $ www
|^ 4 . (e1)
C
determines a (completely) contractive linear functional
Me 1=|^4 . (e 1 ) b m~ b (idAd V) b _
on M 8 M . It is clear that Me 1 is weak* continuous in each component,
and is positive with &Me 1 &=1 since Me1(11)=1. We can restrict Me 1 to
C**(K)8 C **(K) and regard Me 1 as a positive definite element of norm one
in B*(KK). Therefore,
m^(Me 1)=|^e 1 b m~ b (idAdV) b _ b 1 *
can be regarded as an element in B*(K).
Theorem 3.3. If M is hyperfinite, then for every |^ # M
*
, we have
(1) |^ vMe 1=Me 1 v|^,
(2) m^(Me 1) v|^=|^.
In fact, m^(Me1) is a multiplicative unit in B*(K), and thus the Kac algebra
K is strong Voiculescu amenable.
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Proof. Given |^ # M
*
, it follows from (3.8) that
(|^ vMe 1 , *(|;st)*(|&ij)) =(|^Me 1 , 1 *(*(|;st))*(|&ij))
=|^Me 1 , :k *(|
;
kt)*(|;sk)*(|&ij)
=|^|^e 1 , :k *(|
;
kt)\(|
;
sk) *(|
&
ij)
=:
k
|^(*(| ;kt))( \(|
;
sk) *(|
&
ij) 4.(e
1) | 4.(e1))
={n(&)
&1 |^(*(|;it))
0
if ;=&, s= j
otherwise,
(Me 1 v|^, *(|;st)*(|
&
ij)) =(Me1|^, *(|
;
st)1 *(*(|
&
ij)))
=Me 1  |^, :k *(|
;
st)*(|
&
kj)*(|
&
ik)
=|^e1 |^, :k \(|
;
st) *(|
&
kj)*(|&ik )
=:
k
( \(| ;st) *(|
&
kj) 4.(e
1) | 4.(e1)) |^(*(|&ik ))
={n(&)
&1 |^(*(|&it))
0
if ;=&, s= j
otherwise.
This proves (1), i.e., |^ vMe 1=Me 1 v|^ on C**(K)8 C**(K).
To prove (2), we have from (3.8) that
(m^(Me 1) v|^, *(|&ij))=(Me 1 |^, (1 *  id) 1 *(*(|&ij)))
=Me 1 |^, :k, l *(|
&
lj)*(|&kl)*(|&ik )
=:
k, l
(Me 1 , *(|&lj)*(|
&
kl)) |^(*(|
&
ik ))
=:
k, l
( \(|&lj) *(|
&
kl) 4.(e
1) | 4.(e1)) |^(*(|&ik))
=:
l
( \(|&lj) *(|
&
jl) 4.(e
1) | 4.(e1)) |^(*(|&ij))
=|^(*(|&ij))
Therefore, m^(Me 1) v|^=|^ for all |^ # M * on C**(K).
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Using the same proof as that in (2), we can easily show that
m^(Me 1) } |^=|^
for all |^ # B*(K). Therefore, m^(Me 1) is a multiplicative unit in B*(K), and
thus the Kac algebra K is strong Voiculescu amenable by Theorem 1.1. K
Lemma 3.4. For every |^ # M
*
, we have Me 1 v|^ # M * M *.
Proof. We first note that given x^, y^ # C **(K)M , we have
1 ( y^)(AdV(x^)1)=W (1 y^) W *(AdV(x^)1)
=W (V*1)(x^ y^)(V1) W *,
where we used the fact that W * # M  M and AdV(x^) # M $. It follows that
(Me 1 v|^, x^ y^) =(Me 1 |^, x^1 *( y^))
=(|^e 1 b m~ b (idAdV) b _, x^ (id|^) 1 *( y^))
=(|^e 1  |^, 1 *( y^)(AdV(x^)1))
=(|^e 1  |^, W (V*1)(x^ y^)(V1) W *).
Therefore, Me 1 v|^ can be extended to a normal linear functional
on M  M =(C**(K)C**(K))&_B(HH). This shows that Me 1 v|^ #
(M  M )
*
=M
*
 M
*
. K
Theorem 3.5. If M is hyperfinite, then K is operator amenable.
Proof. If M is hyperfinite, then K is strong Voiculescu amenable by
Theorem 3.3. Therefore, M
*
has a bounded (two-sided) approximate iden-
tity [|^:] with &|^: &C. It follows from Theorem 3.3, (1) and Lemma 3.4
that
u^:=|^: vMe 1=Me 1 v|^:
is a net of bounded elements in M
*
 M
*
with norm &u^:&C. We claim
that [u^:] is a bounded approximate diagonal for M *.
To see this, for every |^ # M
*
, we have
&|^ v u^:&u^: v|^&=&|^ v(|^: vMe 1)&(Me 1 v|^:) v|^&
=&(|^ } |^:) vMe 1&Me 1 v(|^: } |^)&
=&Me 1 v (|^ } |^:&|^: } |^)&
&Me 1 &&|^ } |^:&|^: } |^&
2 &Me 1 &&|^ } |^:&|^&  0.
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Furthermore, for every x^ # C**(K), we have
(m^(u^:), x^) =(u^: , 1 *(x^))
=(Me 1 v|^: , 1 *(x^))
=(Me 1  |^: , (id1 *) b 1 *(x^))
=(Me 1|^: , (1 *  id ) b 1 *(x^))
=(m^(Me 1) v|^: , x^)
=(|^: , x^) .
Since both m^(u^:) and |^: are bounded normal linear functionals on
M =C**(K)&_, we must have
m^(u^:)=|^: .
This implies that
&m^(u^:) v|^&|^&=&|^: } |^&|^&  0.
Therefore, [u^:] is a bounded approximate diagonal for M * , and thus M *
is operator amenable by [17, Proposition 2.4]. K
4. Compact Kac Algebras
To keep the notation consistant with that in 93, we let K =(M , 1 , }^, .^)
be a compact Kac algebra, and let K=(M, 1, }, .) denote its (discrete)
dual Kac algebra. The key result in this section is to show
Theorem 4.1. If M
*
has a bounded approximate identity, the Kac
algebra K is operator amenable.
If M
*
has a bounded approximate identity, it follows from Proposition
2.5 that the Kac algebra K is strong Voiculescu amenable, and thus there
exists a net of unit vectors !: # PJ such that for every ’ # H,
&W(’!:)&(’!:)&  0,
or equivalently,
&W (!: ’)&(!: ’)&  0. (4.1)
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Since K is a compact Kac algebra, .^ is a normal faithful }^-invariant tracial
state contained in M
*
. In this case, we have N.^=M , and J x^=x^* for all
x^ # M . The closed positive cone PJ in H.^ is spanned by the positive cone
M + of M . Without loss of generality, we may assume that !:=4.^(x^:) with
x^: # M +. Moreover, since C **(K) is a weak* dense C*-subalgebra of M , it
follows from the Kaplansky density theorem that for each x^: # M +, there
exists a net of positive elements x^;: # C**(K)
+ such that &x^;: &&x^:& and
x^;:  x^: in strong operator topology. Since 4.^(1) is a unit vector in H, we
have
4.^(x^;:)=x^
;
: 4.^(1)  x^:4.^(1)=4.^(x^:).
Therefore, we can assume that !:=4.^(x^:) with x^: # C **(K)+. In fact, we
can even assume that x^: # *(A) & C **(K)+, where A=& # I Tn(&) is the
unital Hopf *-algebra densely contained in M
*
.
Let ?* , \^ : M *  B(H) be the inner representation of K (see details in
Appendix) defined by
?* , \^(|^)=(|^ id ) W *(1V*) W *(1V).
An element % # H is called a central vector if it satisfies
?* , \^(.^) %=%. (4.2)
This notion originally comes from harmonic analysis. Indeed, if G is a
compact group, then K=L(G), the left group von Neumann algebra, is a
discrete Kac algebra. In this case, we have K =L(G) and H=L2(G).
Given % # L2(G), we have
?* , \^(.^) %(t)=|
s # G
%(s&1ts) ds.
Therefore, % satisfies (4.2) if and only if %(s&1ts)=%(t) for all s, t # G. In the
following, we will construct a net of ‘‘central’’ unit vectors %: # H. Our
arguments are motivated by those calculations in [17, 93].
Let !:=4.^(x^:) be a net of unit vectors in 4.^(*(A) & C **(K)+) satis-
fying (4.1). Then [x^2:] is a net of elements in *(A) & C**(K)
+ such that
.^(x^2:)=(4.^(x^:) | 4.^(x^:))=1.
We let
‘:=?* , \^(.^)(4.^(x^2:)).
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Since V(4.^(x^2:))=4.^(}^(x^
2
:)) and V(4.^(1))=4.^(1), we have
‘:=?* , \^(.^)(4.^(x^2:))
=[(.^ id ) W *(1V*) W *(1V)] 4.^(x^2:)
=(W *(1V*) W *(1V)(4.^(1)4.^(x^2:)) | (4.^(1) id ))
=(W *(1V*) W *(1V)(JJ )(4.^(1)4.^(x^2:)) | (4.^(1) id))
=( (JJ ) W (1V*) W (1V)(4.^(1)4.^(x^2:)) | (4.^(1) id ))
by (2.8)
=4.^((.^ id)(m~  id )(id1 *)(id }^) 1 *(}^(x^2:))*),
where we used the fact that .^ is a tracial state in last equality. It is easy
to see from (3.9) and above calculation that for each :,
z^:=(.^ id )(m~  id )(id1 *)(id }^) 1 *(}^(x^2:))*
is a positive element contained in C**(K)+. Therefore, ‘:=4.^(z^:) is an ele-
ment contained in the positive cone 4.^(C **(K)+) such that
.^(z^:)=(4.^(z^:) | 4.^(1))
=(W *(1V*) W *(1V)(4.^(1)4.^(x^2:)) | (4.^(1)4.^(1)))
=( (4.^(1)4.^(x^2:)) | (1V*) W (1V) W (4.^(1)4.^(1)))
=( (4.^(1)4.^(x^2:)) | (4.^(1)4.^(1)))
=.^(x^2:)=1.
Since .^ } .^=(.^.^) b 1 =.^(1) .^=.^, we get
?* , \^(.^)(‘:)=?* , \^(.^) ?* , \^(.^)(4.^(x^2))
=?* , \^(.^ } .^)(4.^(x^2:))
=?* , \^(.^)(4.^(x^2:))
=‘: .
This shows that ‘: is a central vector in 4.^(C**(K)+). Hence, its powers
and thus the positive square root are central vectors. We let
%:=4.^(z^12: ). (4.3)
Then [%:] is a net of central unit vectors in 4.^(C**(K)+).
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Since M is a type I von Neumann algebra, which is always hyperfinite,
the multiplication
m~ : M8 M$  B(H); m~ (x y$)=xy$
is completely contractive. Therefore,
M% :=|% : b m~ b (idAdV) b _ : M8 M  C
determines a net of contractive and positive linear functionals on M8 M,
which is weak* continuous in each component. Since K_K is again a dis-
crete Kac algebra, the completely contractive Banach algebra M
*
 M
*
=
(M M)
*
is unital. Therefore, we must have
M
*
 M
*
=B* (K _K )=B(K _K ).
It follows that [M%:] is a net of contractive and positive definite elements
in M
*
 M
*
. Our goal is to show that [M%:] is an approximate diagonal
for M
*
, i.e, for every | # M
*
,
(i) &| vM%:&M%: v|&  0,
(ii) m(M% :) v|=| for all :.
The argument will be carried out by the following three lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. For any x # M, we have
W*(1V*)(1x)(1V) W=(1V*) _W(1x) W*_(1V), (4.4)
W (V*1)(x1)(V1) W *=(V*1) _W *(x1) W _(V1). (4.5)
Proof. We recall from (2.7) that for every x # M, we can write
}(x*)=J xJ .
Then we have
W*(1V*)(1x)(1V) W=W*(J J)[(J J )(1x)(J J )](J J) W
=W*(J J)(1}(x*))(J J) W
=(J J) W(1}(x*)) W*(J J) by (2.8)
=(J J) 1 (}(x*))(J J)
=(J J)[_(}}) b 1 (x*)](J J)
=(J J) _(J J ) W(1x) W*(J J ) _(J J)
=(1V*) _W(1x) W*_(1V).
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This proves (4.4). The second conclusion (4.5) is an immediate conse-
quence of (4.4) since
W (V*1)(x1)(V1) W *=_W*(1V*)(1x)(1V) W_
=_(1V*) _W(1x) W*_(1V) _
=(V*1) _W *(x1) W _(V1). K
We note that Lemma 4.2 is true for general Kac algebras. Let
W 12=W 1, W 23=1W and W 13=(id_)(W 1). The fundamental
operator W satisfies the pentagonal rule
W *12W *13 W *23=W *23W *12 .
Lemma 4.3. For every ’ # H, we have
&(V*1) W (V1)(%: ’)&(%: ’)&  0.
Proof. For every ’=4.^( y^), we have
( (V*1) W (V1)(%: ’) | (%: ’))
=(4.^.^(1 ( y^)(}^(z^12: )1)) | 4.^ .^(}^(z^
12
: ) y^))
=.^ .^((}^(z^12: ) y^*) 1 ( y^)(}^(z^
12
: )1))
=.^ .^((1 y^*) 1 ( y^)(}^(z^:)1)) since .^ is a tracial state
=(W (V1)(4.^(z^:)4.^( y^)) | (4.^(1)4.^( y^)))
=(W 23(1V1) W*12(1V*1) W *12(1V1)(4.^(1)
4.^(x^2:)’) | (4.^(1)4.^(1)’))
=([W 23(1V1) W *12(1V*1) W *23]
W 23W *12(1V1)(4.^(1)
4.^(x^2:)’) | (4.^(1)4.^(1)’))
=( (1V*1) _23W *23W *12 W 23_23(1V*1)
W 23W *12(1V1)(4.^(1)
4.^(x^2:)’) | (4.^(1)4.^(1)’)) by (4.5)
=(W *13W *12(1V*1) W *12W 23W 13(1V1)(4.^(1)
4.^(x^2:)’) | (4.^(1)4.^(1)’))
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=(W 23(1V1) W 13(4.^(1)4.^(x^2:)’) | W 12(1V1)
W 12W 13(4.^(1)4.^(1)’))
=(W 23(1V1) W 13(4.^(1)
4.^(x^2:)’) | W 13(4.^(1)4.^(1)’))
=( (1V*1) W 23(1V1) W 13(4.^(1)
4.^(x^:)’) | W 13(4.^(1)4.^(x^:)’)) .
Since for each :, we have J 4.^(x^:)=4.^(x^:), it follows from (2.8) and (4.1)
that
&(V*1) W (V1)(4.^(x^:)’)&(4.^(x^:)’)&
=&(JJ ) W (JJ )(J 4.^(x^:)J ’)&(J 4.^(x^:)J ’)&
=&W *(4.^(x^:)J ’)&(4.^(x^:)J ’)&  0.
Applying this to (1V* ) W 23(1V1) in above calculation, we get
lim( (V*1) W (V1)(%: ’) | (%: ’))
=lim( (1V*1) W 23(1V1) W 13(4.^(1)
4.^(x^:)’) | W 13(4.^(1)4.^(x^:)’))
=lim(W 13(4.^(1)4.^(x^:)’) | W 13(4.^(1)4.^(x^:)’))
=&4.^(x^:)’&2
=&’&2.
Therefore, we get
&(V*1) W (V1)(%: ’)&(%: ’)&2
=2&%: ’&2&2 Re( (V*1) W (V1)(%: ’) | (%: ’))
 2&’&2&2&’&2=0. K
Lemma 4.4. For every | # M
*
, we have
(i) &| vM%:&M%: v|&  0
(ii) m(M% :) v|=| for all :.
Therefore, [M%:] is an approximate diagonal for M*.
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Proof. Since M is standard on H, it suffices to prove (i) and (ii) for |’
(’ # H). Given x, y # M, it follows from (4.4) that
(|’ vM% : , x y)
=(|’ M%: , 1 (x) y)
=(|% : b m~ b (idAdV) b _, (|’  id ) 1 (x) y)
=(|% : b m~ b (idAdV), y (|’  id ) 1 (x))
=(|’ |%: , (1 y)(1V*) W(1x) W*(1V))
=(|’ |%: , (1V*) W(1x) W*(1V)(1 y))
=(|’ |%: , (1V*) W(1x)
[W*(1V*)(1 y)(1V) W] W*(1V))
=(|’ |%: , (1V*) W(1x)[(1V*)
_W(1 y) W*_(1V)] W*(1V))
=(|% :|’ , _(1V*) W(1x)(1V*)_
1 ( y) _(1V) W*(1V) _)
=(|% :|’ , (V*1) _W_(x1)(V1)
1 ( y)(V*1) _W*_(V1))
=(|% :|’ , (V*1) W *(V1)(AdV(x)1)
1 ( y)(V*1) W (V1))
=( (AdV(x)1) 1 ( y)(V*1) W (V1)(%: ’) | (V*1)
W (V1)(%: ’)).
On the other hand, we have
(M% : v|’ , x y) =(M%: |’ , x1 ( y))
=(|%: b m~ b (idAdV) b _, x (id|’) 1 ( y))
=(|%: b m~ b (idAdV), (id|’) 1 ( y)x)
=(|%: |’ , 1 ( y)(AdV(x)1))
=(|%: |’ , (AdV(x)1) 1 ( y))
=( (AdV(x)1) 1 ( y)(%: ’) | (%: ’)).
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Combining the above calculations, we get
(|’ vM%:&M% : v|’ , x y)
=( (AdV(x)1) 1 ( y)(V*1) W (V1)(%: ’) | (V*1)
W (V1)(%: ’))
&( (AdV(x)1) 1 ( y)(%: ’) | (%: ’))
=( (AdV(x)1) 1 ( y)[(V*1) W (V1)
(%: ’)&(%: ’)] | (V*1)
W (V1)(%: ’))+( (AdV(x)1) 1 ( y)(%: ’) | [(V*1)
W (V1)(%: ’)&(%: ’)]).
Since the linear mapping determined by
x y [ (AdV(x)1) 1 ( y)=W*(V*1)(x y)(V1) W*
is completely contractive from M M into B(H_H), we get
&|’ vM% :&M% : v|’&2 &(V*1) W (V1)(%: ’)&(%: ’)& &’&  0
by Lemma 4.3. This proves (i).
To prove (ii), for any ’ # H and x # M, we have
(m(M% :) v|’ , x)
=(m(M%:)|’ , 1 (x))
=(M% : |’ , (1 id ) b 1 (x))
=(M% : |’ , (id1) b 1 (x))
=(|% : b m~ b (idAdV) b _|’ , W23W13(11x) W*13 W*23)
=(|% : b m~ |’ , (1V*1) W13W23(11x) W*23 W*13(1V1))
=(|% : b m~ |’ , W13(1V*1) W23(11x) W*23(1V1) W*13)
=(|% : |’ , W(V*1) W(1x) W*(V1) W*)
=( (1x)(V*1) W*(V1) W*(%: ’) | (V*1)
W*(V1) W*(%: ’)).
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On the other hand, since %: are unit vectors, we have
(|’ , x)=( (1x)(%: ’) | (%: ’)).
It follows that
&m(M%:) v|’&|’ &2 &(V*1) W*(V1) W*(%: ’)&(%: ’)& &’&
=2 &(1V*) W (1V) W (’%:)&(’%:)& &’&
=2 &W *(1V*) W *(1V)(’%:)&(’%:)& &’&.
Moreover, since %: are central vectors satisfying (4.2), we have
(W *(1V*) W *(1V)(’%:) | (’%:))
=(?* , \^(|^’) %: | %:)
=(?* , \^(|^’) ?* , \^(.^)%: | %:)
=(?* , \^(|^’ } .^) %: | %:)
=|^’(1)(?* , \^(.^)%: | %:)
=|^’(1)(%: | %:)
=&’&2 &%: &2.
Therefore, we have
&W *(1V*) W *(1V)(’%:)&(’%:)&2
=2 &’%:&2&2 Re(W *(1V*) W *(1V)(’%:) | (’%:))
=2 &’&2 &%: &2&2 &’&2 &%:&2=0.
This shows that
m(M%:) v|’=|’
for all :. Therefore, [M%:] # M* M* is a contractive and positive definite
appoximate diagonal for M
*
. K
It was proved in [17, Proposition 2.4] that a completely contractive
Banach algebra is operator amenable if and only if it has a bounded
approximate diagonal. Therefore, Theorem 4.1 is an immediate conse-
quence of Lemma 4.4, and this completes the proof.
Combining the above results, we immediately get the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.5. Let K=(M, 1, }, .) be a discrete Kac algebra and let
K =(M , 1 , }^, .^) be its compact dual Kac algebra. Then the following are
equivalent.
(1) K is operator amenable.
(2) K is Voiculescu amenable.
(3) M is hyperfinite.
(4) K is strong Voiculescu amenable.
(5) K is operator amenable.
(6) M
*
has a bounded approximate identity.
Finally, we can easily obtain the following proposition from Proposition
2.3 and Theorem 4.5.
Proposition 4.6. Let K be a discrete Kac algebra. Then K is operator
amenable if and only if C **(K) is a nuclear C*-algebra.
At this moment, we do not know if it is generaly true that a Kac algebra
K is operator amenable if and only if its dual Kac algebra K is operator
amenable. We hope to be able to answer this question in a subsequent
paper.
Appendix
If G is a locally compact group, the left regular representation * and the
right regular representation \ of G are defined by
*s!(t)=!(s&1t) and \s!(t)=!(ts) 2(s)12,
respectively, where 2 is the modular function of G. There is a self-adjoint
unitary operator V on L2(G) defined by
V!(t)=!(t&1) 2(t)&12
such that
\s=V**sV=AdV(*s)
for all s # G. Since * and \ have the commuting ranges, the multiplication
of these two representations induces another non-degenerate *-representa-
tion
(?*, \)s=*s\s (s # G).
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This representation is usually called the inner representation of G since for
every ! # L2(G),
(?*, \)s !(t)=!(s&1ts) 2(s)12.
We note that the product representation *_\ : G  B(L2(G_G)) of * and
\ is defined by
(*_\)s=*s\s=(idAdV) b _ b 1 (*s),
and thus the inner representation can be written as
?*, \=m~ b (idAdV) b _ b 1 b *. (A.1)
The purpose of this appendix is to study the inner representation for Kac
algebras. Let K=(M, 1, }, .) be a Kac algebra. We recall that the left
regular represetation of K is defined by
*(|)=(| id ) W*,
and the right regular representation of K is defined by
\(|)=V**(|) V=(| id )(1V*) W*(1V)
where V=J J is a self-adjoint unitary operator on H. The product represen-
tation *_\ : M
*
 M  M $ is given by
*_\=(idAdV) b _ b 1 b * : M
*
 M  M $.
In fact, for every | # M
*
, we have
*_\(|)=(idAdV) b _ b 1 b *(|)
=(1V*) W*(*(|)1) W(1V)
=(| id id )(11V*) W*23W*12W23(11V)
=(| id id ) W*12(11V*) W*13(11V). (A.2)
It is natural to define the inner representation from M
*
into B(H) by
letting
?*, \(|)=m~ b (*_\)(|)
for all | # M
*
. However, we need to describe this with care since, in
general, the multiplication m~ is not well defined on B(H) B(H). To
explain this, we need to consider the extended Haagerup tensor product for
operator spaces, which was introduced in [1] and [7].
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Let X and Y be operator spaces with operator duals X* and Y*. We
recall that an element u # Xeh Y if there exists x~ =[x1 , ..., xn , ...] #
M1, (X) and y~ =[ y1 , ..., yn , ...]tr # M, 1(Y) such that for every f # X*
and g # Y*
(u, fg) = :

n=1
f (xn) g( yn)
converges absolutely. We can write
u=x~ xehy~ = :

n=1
xn yn. (A.3)
The norm of u # XehY is defined by
&u&eh=inf[&x~ &&y~ &],
where the infimum is taken over all representations u=x~ x y~ in (A.3).
Proposition A.1. Let K=(M, 1, }, .) be a Kac algebra. Then
?*, \=m~ b (*_\) : M*  B(H)
is a well defined completely contraction such that for every | # M
*
,
?*, \(|)=(| id ) W*(1V*) W*(1V). (A.4)
Proof. It is clear that the multiplication m~ : M_M  M is a completely
contractive bilinear mapping, i.e., a complete contraction from the
Haagerup tensor product Mh M into M, and is weak* continuous in
each component. It follows that its predual m~
*
is a complete contraction
from M
*
into the extended Haagerup tensor product M
*
eh M
*
(cf. [7]).
Since the left regular representation * : M
*
 M and the right regular
representation \ : M
*
 M $ are completely contractive, it was shown in [7]
that the mapping
(*\) b m~
*
: M
*
 M eh M $
is completely contractive.
For every | # M
*
, we can write
m~
*
(|)= :

n=1
| (1)n | (2)n # M*
eh M
*
.
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It follows from (A.2) that
*_\(|)=(| id id ) W*12(11V*) W*13(11V)
= :

n=1
(| (1)n |
(2)
n  id id ) W*13(111V*)
_W*24(111V)
= :

n=1
*(| (1)n )\(|
(2)
n )
=(*\) b m~
*
(|).
Therefore,
*_\=(*\) b m~
*
is a complete contraction from M
*
into M eh M $.
Moreover, since the multiplication m~ is completely contractive from
M eh M $ into B(H), it follows that
?*, \=m~ b (*_\)=m~ b (*\) b m~ *
is a well defined complete contraction from M
*
into B(H) such that
?*, \(|)= :

n=1
m~ (*(| (1)n )\(|
(2)
n ))
=(| id ) W*(1V*) W*(1V).
for all | # M
*
. K
Proposition A.2. Let K=(M, 1, }, .) be a Kac algebra. Then ?*, \ is a
completely contractive non-degenerate *-representation from M
*
into B(H).
Proof. Given |1 , |2 # M*, we have
?*, \(|1 } |2)=(|1 } |2 id ) W*(1V*) W*(1V)
=(|1|2  id )(1 id ) W*(1V*) W*(1V)
=(|1|2  id ) W12 W*23(11V*)
W*23(11V) W*12
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=(|1|2 id ) W*13 W*23 W12(11V*)
W*12W*13W*23 (11V)
=(|1 |2 id ) W*13 W*23 (11V*)
W*13W*23(11V)
=(|1 |2 id ) W*13 (11V*) W*13 (11V)
W*23 (11V*) W*23 (11V)
=?*, \(|1) ?*, \(|2).
This shows that ?*, \ is a completely contractive homomorphism. Further-
more, for every | # M
*
, we have from (2.5)
?*, \(|%)*=[(|% id ) W*(1V*) W*(1V)]*
=(| b } id )([W*(1V*) W*(1V)]*)
=(| b } id )(1V*) W(1V) W
=(| id )[(} id ) W](1V*)[(} id ) W](1V)
=(| id ) W*(1V*) W*(1V)
=?*, \(|).
Therefore, ?*, \ is a completely contractive *-homomorphism from M* intoB(H). Finally, ?*, \ is non-degenerate since W*(1V*) W*(1V) is a
unitary operator on HH (cf. [10]). K
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